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Abstract— A 4× interleaved pipelined ADC for direct-RF
sampling applications is presented. It leverages the performance
advantages of ring amplifiers to unlock greater architectural freedom. The first pipeline stage MDAC with a “passive-hold” mode
eliminates the sub-ADC sampling path and associated problems.
A high-speed ringamp topology employs digital bias control,
robust common-mode feedback (CMFB), and an elegant selfresetting behavior. An asynchronous, event-driven timing control
system improves several aspects of performance and enables
fully dynamic power consumption and modular design re-use.
A general technique is presented whereby the signal-to-distortion
ratio (SDR) of any amplifier in the system can be measured
in the background with an analog hardware overhead of only
one comparator. In this amplifier-intensive architecture utilizing
36 ringamps, the 4-GS/s ADC fabricated in 16-nm CMOS
achieves 62-dB SNDR and 75-dB SFDR at Nyquist, consumes
75 mW (including input buffer), and has a Walden figure of merit
(FoM) of 18 fJ/conversion-step and a Schreier FoM of 166 dB,
advancing the state of the art in direct-RF sampling ADCs by
roughly an order of magnitude.
Index Terms— A/D, ADC, asynchronous, direct-RF, dynamic,
event driven, high speed, low power, passive-hold MDAC,
pipeline, ring amplification, ring amplifier, ringamp, sample and
hold, SHA, stochastic ADC.

I. I NTRODUCTION
NE of the defining trends in the last two decades of
ADC design was the shift away from architectures that
rely heavily on high-performance linear amplifiers. This is
primarily a consequence of the failure to gracefully scale
conventional amplifier topologies into nanoscale CMOS. Several technology-related obstacles have contributed to this, such
as reduced intrinsic device gain and linearity due to shortchannel effects, and reduced voltage headroom due to supply
voltage scaling. The evolution from planar bulk CMOS into
technologies with better electrostatic control of the device
channel, such as FinFET and silicon-on-insulator (SOI), has
significantly alleviated the set of challenges associated with
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short-channel effects [1], but the trend of low supply voltages continues unabated. This persistent voltage headroom
constraint requires multistage opamp topologies to be considered. Unfortunately, there are fundamental limitations to
the classical approach to multistage opamps that prevent such
structures from ever scaling as well as digital logic. Thus,
to take full advantage of technology scaling, analog designers
are presented with only two options: either eliminate linear
amplifiers from circuit design altogether or invent new scalable
amplifier techniques.
Below a certain ADC speed and resolution, the first option
has proved to be extremely successful [2]. Architectures like
SAR and techniques like time-based quantization can often
avoid linear residue amplification altogether and fully capitalize on the benefits of scaling. Furthermore, architectures
that can “hide” the amplification behind several MSBs of
quantization also often scale well. For example, pipelined
SAR and noise-shaping SAR ADCs can often utilize specialpurpose low-swing residue amplifiers. There are, however,
some practical limits to the speed and accuracy capabilities
of these scaling-friendly architectures, and beyond certain
performance boundaries, there is often no viable option. One
example is in the application space of direct-RF sampling
ADCs [3]–[8] located in the high-linearity, high-speed corner
of the ADC performance landscape, where all reported designs
to-date rely on some form of linear residue amplification [2].
The consequences of this in terms of power efficiency are
severe, with designers forced to accept non-ideal solutions
such as high-power telescopic single-stage class-A opamps
operating on special high-voltage supplies [9], [10].
Meanwhile, in pursuit of the second option, many opamp
alternatives have been proposed over the years, experimenting with full feedback [11]–[13], partial feedback [14]–[17],
and no feedback (open-loop) [18]–[24]. This includes techniques, such as zero-crossing based circuits [14], [15],
[25], digital amplifiers [11], inverter-based amplifiers [12],
[13], [26], charge-steering amplifiers [16], [17], pulsed
bucket brigade [23], capacitive charge pump [24], Gm-C
“dynamic” amplifiers [18]–[20], Gm-R amplifiers [21], and
open-loop with high-order non-linear calibration [22]. Many
of these ideas provide valuable specialized solutions and
when combined with the right architecture advance the
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state-of-the-art [18], [21], [22]. However, all of these techniques also suffer from at least one critical limitation, such as
low-swing, low-linearity, low-speed, or expensive calibration.
This both limits the generality of these solutions and, in many
cases, also limits their ability to fully realize the original
motivation of optimal technology scaling.
Ring amplification is another alternative that has been
proposed [27]. In essence, a ring amplifier (ringamp) is a multistage inverter-based amplifier with a dominant output pole,
typically stabilized through dynamic large-signal transient
feedback mechanisms. Ringamps have been shown to be capable of wide output swing, high gain, high linearity, high-speed,
dynamic switchable operation, and performance that scales
with digital CMOS. Published ringamp designs have demonstrated the broad applicability of this approach, enabling stateof-the-art power efficiency in both high-accuracy [27]–[32]
and high-speed ADCs [33]–[38]. Structural optimizations and
techniques covering a diverse set of applications and technologies have also been demonstrated, including low-voltage [39]
and high-voltage [30] environments, power management applications (LDO) [40], [41], linearity-priority applications [32],
[36], [42], and speed-priority applications [36], [43]. Techniques for reliable operation across process, voltage, and temperature (PVT) based on both robust analog design [28], [29],
[42], [44] and digital background tuning or calibration [33],
[34], [38] have been reported.
The ADC presented in this article is an upgraded version of
the design presented in [33] with the clocking system of [37].
It demonstrates how ringamps, when applied to the aforementioned application of direct-RF sampling ADCs, provide
advantages both directly by eliminating the amplifier performance bottleneck and indirectly by the consequent increase in
architectural freedom. Operating at 4 GS/s, the ADC consumes
75 mW including input buffer and has 62-dB SNDR and
75-dB SFDR at Nyquist, a Walden figure of merit (FoM)
of 18 fJ/conversion-step, and a Schreier FoM of 166 dB.
It advances the state of the art for direct-RF sampling ADCs
across all three key metrics of accuracy, linearity, and power
efficiency.
This article is organized as follows. Section II describes
the overall system and highlights several notable architectural
innovations, including an MDAC circuit that eliminates the
sub-ADC sampling path and a fully asynchronous event-driven
control system. Section III discusses the high-speed ringamp
topology that is used to enable such an architecture. In Section IV, a method is introduced for background measurement
of an amplifier’s signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) using only
a single comparator and digital processing. This can be used
for background optimization of ringamp biasing across PVT.
Measured results are reported in Section V, and conclusions
are drawn in Section VI.
II. A RCHITECTURE
A. Overview
A top-level view of the ADC is shown in Fig. 1. Four 1-GS/s
pipelined ADC channels are interleaved to attain the system
rate of 4 GS/s. The input signal is buffered by the ac-coupled
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Fig. 1.

Top level of the 4-GS/s ADC.

Fig. 2.

Input buffer of Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

Pipeline channel architecture of Fig. 1.

pseudo-differential class-AB push–pull source follower shown
in Fig. 2 [5].
The channel architecture is presented in Fig. 3. It contains
nine 1.5-bit MDAC stages scaled for thermal noise, followed
by a 1.5-bit + 3-bit backend. Despite the lower theoretical
power efficiency of 1.5-bit/stage versus multi-bit/stage [45],
the availability of high-efficiency residue amplification in this
design reduces the impact of this tradeoff on the overall system
power budget. In return, the 1.5-bit/stage approach reduces
complexity and offers more design freedom. In particular,
the inherent linearity of a 1.5-bit sub-DAC allows both capacitor mismatch and finite-gain error to be corrected with a
single code-independent stage gain correction factor, and the
large redundancy range provides extra analog residue capacity
for both systematic errors like amplifier and sub-ADC offsets,
and techniques that utilize redundancy like dither-based background calibration [46] and early quantization [47], [48].
B. Quantization Techniques
1) MDAC With Passive-Hold Mode: The stage 1 MDAC of
the pipeline channel is shown in Fig. 4. Traditionally, a 1.5-bit
flip-around MDAC can be configured into two modes: track
and amplify. Here, a third “passive-hold” mode is introduced.
Unlike traditional sample-and-hold circuits, this hold function
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Fig. 4.
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Pipeline stage 1 MDAC with extra “passive-hold” mode.

does not require an amplifier. During track, the MDAC samples the input signal VIN (= VINp − VINm ) onto unit capacitors
CU . Then, during quantize, the top plates of the CU capacitors
are connected to VCM and the bottom plates are left floating.
The voltage VX (=VX p − VX m ) formed across the floating
bottom plates will be
VX = −VIN ·

2 CU
2 CU + C P

(1)

where C P is the sum of all other capacitances present at the
X nodes. In other words, VX becomes an attenuated replica
of −VIN . The sub-ADC is attached directly to the X nodes and
uses this information to perform quantization. To minimize
its parasitic influence, the sub-ADC flash is implemented
using the source-shifted programmable threshold comparator
described in [49]. This topology embeds the flash threshold
offsets inside the comparators while also providing low decision delay with near-minimum sized input transistors. The
large stage redundancy range easily absorbs any quantization
error due to uncompensated attenuation of VIN by C P in (1)
even when using digital “firmware default” values to program
the sub-ADC comparator thresholds.
The proposed technique uses the exact same physical charge
stored on 2CU for both quantization and residue amplification, and this provides two key benefits. First, all skew
and bandwidth-related mismatch between the MDAC and
sub-ADC is eliminated, which, for high-speed applications,
is critical. Second, there is no dedicated sub-ADC sampling
network. This minimizes the input capacitance, relaxing the
design requirements of the input buffer.
2) Early-Quantization: The first stage of the pipeline samples an unknown, unpredictable input signal. This creates a
causality constraint that requires the fundamental operations
track, quantize, and amplify to be performed sequentially.
Fortunately, this fits nicely into the timing constraints of a
4× interleaved system, where track time is anyway limited

to 25% duty cycle and residue amplification occupies up to
50%, leaving 25% still free for quantization. By contrast,
in the latter stages of the pipeline, up to 50% track time
and 50% amplify time are theoretically possible, but this
leaves no time for quantization. However, it also becomes
possible to parallelize the track and quantize phases in the
latter stages. There are several approaches to this that have
been proposed, including look-ahead quantization [50], [51]
and early quantization [47], [48].
This design uses a form of early quantization. The basic
principle is seen in pipeline stage 2 of Fig. 5. When stage 2 is
tracking, its sub-ADC also tracks the output residue of
stage 1 in parallel. Crucially, the sub-ADC samples “early”
and already begins quantization, while the main signal path
continues to settle. The built-in stage redundancy absorbs the
extra error due to quantizing this imperfect and not fully
settled residue. The sub-ADC result is ready by the time the
stage 2 MDAC samples, removing quantize from the critical
timing path and allowing stage 2 to transition directly from
track to amplify. The main challenge of early quantization
is sampling at the optimal “early” moment. Sampling too
soon may result in too much quantization error, and sampling
too late can inject error into the main signal path due to
disturbance by the stage 2 sub-ADC sampler. The optimal
moment is, therefore, just after slewing has finished. In this
design, each ringamp circuit outputs a slew done signal that
instructs the sub-ADC of the subsequent stage when to sample.
This is discussed further in Section III-E.
3) Composite Backend: The pipeline’s 1.5-bit + 3-bit backend stage in Fig. 3 combines both the passive-hold and
early quantization techniques discussed earlier into a two-step
procedure, with 1.5-bit early quantization followed by a 3-bit
passive-hold flash. As with all other sub-ADCs in the system,
the wide threshold tuning range comparator topology of [49]
is used, and the threshold levels of the 3-bit flash are one-time
calibrated using an on-chip reference ladder.
C. Asynchronous Event-Driven Timing Control
In “deep” pipelined ADCs that contain many stages, a conventional clock tree constitutes a highly distributed network,
with parasitics and mismatch creating skew between the
different branches. Sufficient margin must be included in
the timing generation such that all non-overlap and causal
relationships are maintained. This leads to a difficult set of
design tradeoffs in terms of power, speed, jitter, reliability, and
reconfigurability. High conversion speeds and interleaving of
multiple channels exacerbate these tradeoffs further. To overcome these limitations, this design pursues an alternative
approach. Localized state machines in each pipeline stage
coordinate operation through an asynchronous event-driven
communication protocol. The result is a modular, correct-byconstruction timing system that minimizes routing complexity
and maximizes performance. Combined with the switchable
operation of ring amplifiers, it also leads to fully dynamic
power consumption of the ADC core, resulting in constant
power efficiency and performance independent of clock rate.
At the ADC top level in Fig. 1 a self-biased clock buffer
based on [52] is used to convert an external differential sine
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Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.
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Simplified view of the first three pipeline stages of Fig. 3 with asynchronous event-driven timing control.

Example timing control state flow for Fig. 5.

input into a single-ended square master clock output that is fed
directly into all four channels and a controller. The controller
coordinates interleaving of both the channel frontend samplers
and the final digital outputs. Only the jitter of the master clock
affects system performance, and due to the way that it is
directly fed into each channel, only four gates separate the
master clock from the critical bottom-plate sampling switch
of the stage 1 MDAC.
Each stage in the pipeline communicates with its direct
neighbors through an event-driven protocol, as shown in Fig. 5.
The wires linking the stage control units together serve a dual
purpose: they facilitate both inter-stage communication and
control of local circuits. Fig. 6 shows a simplified version of
the event-driven timing that occurs during normal operation.
It begins in the system reset state, where all stages are either
tracking or waiting. The arrival of the master clock initiates
a chain reaction of processing events that propagate down
the pipeline. First, stage 1 samples the input and begins
quantizing. When quantization is complete and stage 2 indicates that it is ready, stage 1 amplifies the residue. After
internal ringamp timing controls indicate that the residue is
settled, sample 2 (REQ) is sent to stage 2. Stage 2 then
samples and returns the acknowledgment track early 2 (ACK),
allowing stage 1 to power down its ringamp and return to the

track state. The inherent causality of this approach makes it
correct-by-construction; safe and valid phase relationships are
guaranteed.
Stage 2 now begins a similar exchange with stage 3, with a
few notable differences. First, all stages except stage 1 use the
early quantization technique discussed earlier, where quantization occurs in parallel with tracking. Second, when stage 2 is
ready to resume tracking, it will wait until stage 1 indicates
that it is safe to reconnect. This prevents stage 2 from
reconnecting to stage 1’s output just as stage 1 samples, and
avoids kickback-related errors.
The asynchronous digital outputs of each stage propagate
to the end of the pipeline for alignment. As shown in Fig. 3,
they are then shifted back up to stage 1 using the causally
related edges of sample (REQ), where they can be safely resynchronized with the master clock.
Event triggers in the system are either generated with
digitally controlled delay cells, derived directly from analog
events, or a combination of both. Triggering on analog events
requires that the analog blocks themselves function correctly,
and triggering on digital events assumes that the state machines
are in valid states. Under certain boundary conditions like
power-ON, initial convergence of analog dc biases, or a saturated input signal, it is possible that these conditions will
not be met. This can result in a deadlock where the chain
reaction of processing operations halts. Fortunately, a deadlock
is easily detected with the criterion shown in Fig. 6. Any
deadlock or stall in the pipeline will create a backlog that
will eventually propagate back to stage 1, and if a master
clock edge arrives at stage 1 before it has begun tracking the
input, we know that either the clock speed is too high for the
given settings or a deadlock has occurred. When this condition
is detected, a “reset” command is issued that forces each
stage back into its track or waiting state. Analog blocks such
as ringamp CMFB are designed so that repeatedly returning
to this reset condition will eventually result in correct bias
convergence.
III. R ING A MPLIFIER
The fully differential ring amplifier topology used in this
work is shown in Fig. 7. It is a refinement of the ringamp
used in [33], first appearing in [34], and described in detail
for the first time here.
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Fully differential, self-resetting, bias-enhanced, digitally biased ring amplifier structure used in each pipeline stage.

A. Bias Control
A resistor-based dead-zone embedding approach determines
the ringamp’s dynamic stabilization behavior, based on the
“self-biased” ringamp topology introduced in [39]. This is
implemented with tunable CMOS resistors spanning nodes
A/B and C/D [35]. In the OFF-state (en = “0”), the gates
of these nMOS/pMOS “resistors” are reset to VSS /VDD and
their conductance is zero, like an open switch. In the ON-state
(en = “1” = amplify), the digitally controlled DACs labeled
“Trapped-Charge Bias Control” in Fig. 7 synthesize voltages
at nodes DZN and DZP using charge redistribution. Simultaneously, these nodes also connect to the gate nodes of
the CMOS resistors. Charge sharing occurs between the bias
DACs and the pre-charged transistor gates, and this results
in some voltage attenuation of VDZN and VDZP . To counteract
this, the control logic for the MSB capacitor of each DAC
is configured differently than the LSBs so that it expands the
voltage tuning range of the DAC to compensate. This makes it
possible to apply the maximum overdrive voltage to the CMOS
resistor, which in turn minimizes its required size, helping to
minimize internal ringamp parasitics and thus overall ringamp
speed and efficiency.
B. Common-Mode Feedback
Robust common-mode rejection is ensured with the combination of three feedback paths. Two of these paths are
contained in the “Trapped-Charge CMFB” block of Fig. 7.
The first is a high-speed feedback path through the two CFB
capacitors. This provides instantaneous suppression of percycle errors. About 4 dB of rejection per pipeline stage is
provided through this path, which is found to be sufficient for
robust operation while also allowing the size of CFB to be kept
moderate, minimizing output loading of the ringamp.
The second CMFB path is a low-speed discrete-time path
that sets the dc bias of node B1. When the ringamp is powered

down (en = “0”) and its outputs OUTp and OUTm are shorted
to VCM (see Fig. 4), a small sense amplifier auto-zeroes
itself with respect to VCM by charging the CSENSE capacitors.
During the ringamp’s ON-state, this sense amplifier outputs the
polarity of the common-mode level at the ringamp output with
respect to VCM (i.e., the common-mode error). Just before
the ringamp ON-state ends, this information is sampled onto
CSMALL . Obtaining an “early” clock edge that can do this is
simply a matter of selecting a slightly earlier transition in the
event-driven timing chain of the control system. The charge
information sampled on CSMALL is then passively shared with
all capacitances attached to node B1, including the charge
reservoir CBIG . CBIG enforces an upper limit on the voltage
ripple amplitude that is possible at node B1 due to charge
packet updates from CSMALL . When the ringamp transitions
from its OFF-state to its ON-state, transient charge redistribution at B1 will occur due to coupling through CFB , MT 1 ,
and MT 2 into nodes whose ON-state voltages are different
from their OFF-state voltages. This results in a common-mode
offset because the charge packet updates from CSMALL are
delivered during the OFF-state but used to set the bias for
the ON-state. However, the gain of the sense amplifier is large
enough to suppress this CM offset to negligible levels. The bias
information at B1 is applied to the current sources MT 1 and
MT 2 . This complementary current source approach provides
a significantly wider common-mode rejection range than a
single-sided current source biasing scheme [28] and eliminates
the need for a static current reference, enabling fully dynamic
operation. Ultimately, the key advantage of the trapped-charge
approach is that the bias at B1 re-settles instantly, allowing the
ringamp to be rapidly powered ON and OFF.
The third CMFB path is a local loop applied to the first
stage of the ringamp using MT 3 and MT 4 [28]. This highspeed active feedback path suppresses peaking in the transfer
function of the primary CMFB path (CFB ). In simulation, it is
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found to improve the steady-state ac common-mode phase
margin of the main signal path from roughly 15◦ to 100◦.
C. Performance Optimization
In direct-RF sampling applications, where concerns of intermodulation and harmonic interference often elevate SFDR
above even SNR as the most important performance spec,
a high linearity residue amplifier is particularly useful. The
simulated steady-state open-loop gain of the ringamp in this
design is roughly 62 dB, but the higher order settled linearity
observed for a wide-swing output signal is better than 90-dB
SFDR, due to the inherent compression immunity of the
ringamp [35], [36]. In other words, although 62-dB open-loop
gain will cause a non-negligible finite-gain error, the variation
of this error with respect to ringamp output voltage is very
small, and 90-dB linearity can be achieved with only a firstorder gain error correction. Applying known background calibration techniques that utilize the large available redundancy
range of the 1.5-bit pipeline stage, it is straightforward to
correct both capacitor mismatch and first-order gain error
with a single shared stage-gain correction factor [46]. The
remaining higher order errors are non-limiting at the system
level, well below the 78-dB HD3 linearity bottleneck imposed
by the ADC input buffer at f Nyquist = 2 GHz.
However, high linearity is only guaranteed for a well-settled
output. To ensure this, the ringamp is carefully optimized
for speed, which ultimately revolves around two core design
principles: minimum capacitance at nodes A–H (for maximum
internal pole frequencies) and unrestricted dynamic current
steering. The topology of Fig. 7 is specifically chosen with this
in mind, using the CMOS resistors at nodes E–H to increase
the speed with the bias-enhancement technique introduced
in [36], [43], [53]. This technique also reduces parasitics, for
reasons explained in Section III-D. The ringamp follows a
roughly 4:2:1 transistor sizing scheme for internal stages 1–3,
which provides a good tradeoff between power efficiency and
speed. Finally, special priority in the layout is given to nodes
A–H to minimize interconnect parasitics.
D. Self-Resetting
The presence of switchable CMOS resistors in both the first
and second stages of the ringamp leads to an elegant selfresetting behavior [36]. During the OFF-state, when the MDAC
is tracking, these CMOS resistors act like open switches,
cutting OFF-current flow through each branch. The voltage
presented to INp and INm is roughly mid-rail, and nodes A,
C, E, and G will charge to VDD , whereas nodes B, D, F, and
H will discharge to VSS . Consequently, the output stage is
also disabled, placing the ringamp in a full signal-independent
shutdown. There are three key benefits of this scheme. First,
all pull-up, pull-down, and power-gating functions are implemented by the core transistors themselves. This minimizes parasitics at the critical nodes A–H. Second, the CMOS resistors
that provide current cutoff (power-gating) functionality in the
OFF -state must also generate fairly large (>100 mV) IR drops
in the ON-state. This means that small transistors can be used
to implement the CMOS resistors, with zero headroom penalty.
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By contrast, in other schemes with dedicated power-gating
switches, these switches do not serve a functional purpose in
the ON-state and must be sized very large to minimize their
IR drop impact on voltage headroom [27]–[29], [31]–[33].
Large switches also place a heavy burden on the clock driver,
leading to increased power consumption and supply noise.
Third, contrary to other schemes that use single-sided power
gating, in this topology, charge kickback at the ringamp
input is mostly self-canceled. The pMOS and nMOS input
pairs kick charge with opposite polarity when resetting, and
this minimizes the influence of ringamp power cycling on
common-mode levels in the MDAC.
E. Timing Control
The “Event-Trigger Generation” block in Fig. 7 produces
the two event triggers exported by each ringamp in Fig. 5.
Namely, the slew done signal used for early quantization that
was discussed in Section II-B2 and sample (REQ) that initiates
the end of amplify, as discussed in Section II-C. Two options
for generating slew done are implemented. When DMODE =
“0”, slew done occurs a fixed time after the start of amplify, set
by the digitally tunable delay td1 . When DMODE = “1”, td1 is
set to its minimum delay and slew done is instead determined
by a simple analog sensor built with digital gates. Consider
the binary value of the voltages at nodes A–D in Fig. 7.
During slewing, the logic equation AB’CD’ will never equal
“1” because A = B and C = D. During settling, the dynamic
formation of a dead-zone voltage across the CMOS resistor
forces the four nodes apart such that A = C = “1” and B =
D = “0” and the logic equation evaluates to “1.” Waveforms
further illustrating this analog slew-done detection technique
are presented in [37].
IV. SDR E STIMATION
The digital bias control capability of the CMOS resistors
in the ringamp of Fig. 7 enables the possibility of runtime bias adjustment. In the simplest use case, this tunability
can be combined with static firmware presets to compensate
for unanticipated parasitics and non-idealities of a systematic
nature. However, if we wish to track PVT variation and/or
optimize performance of individual ringamps, an additional
element is required: adaptive bias control.
In this section, a technique for background estimation of
SDR in a feedback circuit is introduced. Although we consider
it from the perspective of ringamp bias control, the technique
itself is general and can be applied to any switched capacitor
feedback circuit or residue amplifier of interest.
A. Basic Principle
The technique stems from an observation that the summing
node voltage Vx at node X in Fig. 8 contains the residual error
due to non-ideal feedback. In other words, in an ideal feedback
system where the amplifier is noiseless, infinite gain, infinite
bandwidth, and zero-offset, Vx will be zero. In a real system,
any non-zero value of Vx indicates that a proportional error
will also be present in Vo at node OUT.
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Fig. 9.
Fig. 8.

Principle of operation for a 1-bit stochastic ADC.

Basic setup for measuring the SNDR of an amplifier in feedback.

B. Stochastic ADC to Measure Vx
A portion of this error is due to the finite gain of the
amplifier, Aol , and in [54], it was shown how using the two
auxiliary ADCs in Fig. 8, it is possible to estimate and correct
this error. Naively, one might try to do this by averaging
multiple samples
n
1  V̂oi
Âol =
n i=0 V̂xi

(2)

where V̂xi and V̂oi are digitized estimates that include noise
and distortion injected by ADCv x and ADCvo and n is the
number of samples averaged. However, the presence of error
and noise in V̂xi and V̂oi will result in the denominator of some
samples having a value of zero or near zero, resulting in large
digital noise and poor estimation accuracy and convergence.
In [54], this problem is addressed by using an LMS estimator
instead. In this work, for reasons that will become apparent
later, we solve it by computing Aol with a linear regression
n
V̂ 2
Âol = n i=0 oi .
(3)
i=0 V̂oi · V̂xi
With this knowledge, the effect of linear finite gain on the
total closed-loop stage gain can be corrected. However, there
are other well-known background calibration techniques that
can accurately correct for not only first-order finite gain but
also random capacitor mismatch [46], so in this work, we are
not directly concerned with the Vo /Aol component of Vx .
Rather, we are interested in the component of Vx that contains
all other noise and distortion components of the feedback
system. This error Vnd can be extracted from Vx as
Vnd = Vx − Vdc −

Vo
.
Aol

(4)

The value of static offset Vdc is simply mean(Vx ) and thus
easily determined. The input-referred SNDR of the feedback
circuit can be estimated by comparing the error power contained in Vnd to the signal power
 2

β · Var(Vo )

SNDRd B = 10 · log10
(5)
Var(Vnd )
where β is the loop feedback factor (Fig. 8). Note that because
Vo is not purely signal but rather a combination of signal
and output-referred Vnd , this estimator is not exact. However,
in typical cases where Var(Vo )  Var(Vnd ), the resulting
error will be very small and can be ignored. In this work,
 as an objective function
we seek to use the estimator SNDR
for optimizing ringamp settling behavior.

To apply this estimation concept, the practical implementation of ADCv x and ADCvo in Fig. 8 must be considered.
In the case of a pipelined ADC, a digital representation D(Vo )
of Vo with sufficiently high resolution is conveniently already
produced by the ADC backend, providing ADCvo implicitly.
For ADCv x , obtaining an accurate digitization D(Vx ) of Vx
requires extra hardware and is not trivial. Any corruption of
the charge information stored on node X will inject additional errors, and the small amplitude of Vx (typically on
the order of 1 mV) makes high-resolution, low-noise capture
difficult. A direct implementation approach comes with many
drawbacks. In [54], ADCv x involves a large 128-fF input
capacitance that loads node X and degrades loop gain, a 64×
gain pre-amplifier stage, and an area intensive 13-bit auxiliary
ADC. The performance and complexity overhead that this
imposes severely constrains the applicability of the technique.
In this work, we wish to monitor many different feedback
loops in the system, so the analog hardware must be simple,
small, and noninvasive.
An elegant alternative is to use a single-comparator stochastic ADC [55]. The basic principle is shown in Fig. 9. Consider
when the input Vx is stationary and its amplitude is small
enough to fall within the central region of the comparator’s
thermal noise probability distribution function (PDF). After
many sequential comparisons, the average value of the output
bit stream will describe Vx in terms of the comparator’s
cumulative density function (CDF). This can be linearized
using the inverse error function (erf−1 ) into units of probability
distribution sigma (σ ). Finally, if the relationship between
absolute voltage and relative sigma is known, the digital output
D(Vx ) can be scaled in terms of absolute voltage.
The appeal of this approach is that it transforms thermal
noise from foe to friend, allowing a small-amplitude signal
to be quantized with high precision. It can be implemented
with a small analog footprint, shifting complexity into digital
processing blocks that do not impact main signal path performance and can easily be shared by multiple monitor circuits.
C. Practical Algorithm
A practical algorithm for estimating SDR in the background
that accounts for the unique aspects of the 1-bit stochastic
ADCv x is shown in Fig. 10. For reasons explained later,

the procedure low-pass filters random noise, and thus, SNDR

becomes S
DR. The algorithm improves upon [33], with additional refinements to reduce computational complexity and
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terms of PDF σ
√


σ̂ j = 2 · erf−1 (2 · mean D(Vx j ) − 1).

Fig. 10. Conceptual depiction of the practical algorithm used to perform
SDR estimation.

increase robustness. It consists of three main steps: preparation, data collection, and estimation.
1) Preparation: Before SDR estimation can occur, two
preparation steps are necessary. First, the input-referred offset
of the stochastic ADC must be adjusted so that its noise PDF
is approximately centered around the active signal at node
X. Multiple circuits in the MDAC contribute to the cumulative offset, including ADCv x itself and the residue amplifier.
Offset cancellation is performed by connecting ADCv x to X
(xSel = “1”, refSel = “0” in Fig. 10), while the pipeline is
operating under normal conditions and sampling Vx at the end
of each cycle with ADCv x . The resulting output data stream
is used to tune the internal offset of ADCv x until the 1-b
output from ADCv x has an average value of 0.5. Once an
initial digital offset compensation value is determined, it can
be continuously monitored and adjusted in parallel with the
main algorithm described later, since it uses an identical setup.
In a second preparation step, a volts-per-sigma unit conversion constant kv2σ is determined. This requires applying
a set of known voltages to ADCv x and observing their corresponding locations on the ADC’s output CDF. An on-chip
reference ladder, shared by multiple stages, is included for this
purpose. To ensure rejection of systematic offsets, a minimum
of two references must be tested, and adding additional test
points further increases accuracy by reducing sensitivity to
DNL errors of the reference ladder. In this work, we apply
seven test voltages
k j · 2(VREFP − VREFM ) 
Vtest j =
k j = {3, 2, . . . , −3}. (6)
1024
For each Vtest j applied, the average value of ADCv x identifies its location on the noise CDF. This can be linearized in

(7)

Performing a linear regression on the set of test inputs
and outputs {Vtest j , σ j }, a volts-per-sigma conversion factor
kv2σ is obtained. With this factor, it is possible to normalize
the digital outputs of both ADCv x and ADCvo to a common
known reference, VREF . As explained later in Section IV-D,
with a thoughtful implementation of ADCv x , it is possible to
periodically repeat this procedure in the background during
normal operation in order to track changes in kv2σ with respect
to PVT variation.
2) Data Collection (Binning): The 1-bit stochastic ADC
approach provides a solution to the challenge of quantizing
a small amplitude signal to high accuracy by averaging the
thermal noise of the comparator. However, when this is done
by making many successive measurements of a single held
sample of Vx , any noise or error in that single sample will
also be quantized, including kT/C thermal noise. Considering
the small amplitude of the signal of interest, this requires a
very large sampling capacitor to achieve a decent SNR. The
stochastic ADC implementation in [55] is conveniently able to
quantize a signal held on a 1-pF capacitor in the foreground.
However, in this system where we desire transparent background operation, a large sampling capacitor that can directly
meet such strict kT/C noise requirements is impractical.
Fortunately, there is an alternative approach to stochastic
quantization that eliminates this problem. Rather than making
multiple measurements of a single sample, it is possible to
combine single measurements of multiple related samples,
provided that each sample in the set captures the same input
voltage. The information needed to identify which cycles of
ADCv x contain the same (or very similar) sampled input
voltage is already available in the output codes of ADCvo .
All cycles with the same D(Vo ) code are assumed to have
also sampled the same value of Vx .1
In this alternate “multi-sample averaging” approach,
the input-referred noise PDF of ADCv x simply becomes the
sum of all noise sources, including both the comparator and
the input sampler. Thus, kT/C noise becomes uncorrelated
with the signal, and capacitor sizing requirements disappear
entirely. Noise contained in Vx is also averaged by this
procedure, and thus, Vnd of (4) is stripped of random noise
and (5) becomes an estimator of SDR rather than SNDR.
Practical implementation of this new approach to stochastic
quantization requires sorting D(Vx ) and D(Vo ) data into
“bins.” In a naive implementation, one bin is allocated to each
unique D(Vo ) code, and whenever that code is encountered,
the corresponding D(Vx ) and D(Vo ) data from the given
conversion cycle are sorted into the bin. As shown in Fig. 10,
each bin index “i” consists of three accumulators producing
scalar outputs: the average values of Di (Voi ) and Di (Vxi ), and
the number of samples Ni that have been sorted into bini .
1 This assumes that there is only one transient settling characteristic for each
output voltage, regardless of other factors such as data-dependent sub-DAC
switch connections in the pipeline stage MDAC. Empirically, we find this to
be an acceptable assumption.
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Fig. 11. Schematic of ADCvx , with modes of operation (left) and key control signals during a conversion cycle when the circuit is operating in the “normal”
mode (right).

To obtain acceptable quantization accuracy of Vxi , a sufficient number of samples must be accumulated in each
bini [55]. If one bin is allocated for each code of D(Vo ),
there will be many bins (thousands) and it will take a long
time to fill each bini with a statistically significant amount of
data. This problem is solved by grouping contiguous ranges
of D(Vo ) codes into shared “macro” bins. Empirically, it is
found that even for low numbers of these shared bins (16,
32, or 64 bins in total), the estimation accuracy is minimally
affected. Meanwhile, digital complexity and acquisition speed
are greatly improved. As shown in Fig. 10, practical implementation of macro-bin sorting is simply a matter passing the
D(Vx ) and D(Vo ) data streams into a demux controlled by the
MSBs of D(Vo ).
3) SDR Estimation: For each bini , the scalar outputs D xi ,
D oi , and Ni are fed into the estimator block of Fig. 10. First,
digital values are converted into absolute units of volts. For
D oi , this is a straightforward linear scaling
V̂oi = D oi · 2(VREFP − VREFM ).

sorting of data into the bins
b
Ni · (x i − μx )2
Var(x, N) = i=a b
i=a Ni
where μx is the Ni -weighted mean value of x
b
i=a Ni · x i
μx = 
.
b
i=a Ni

(11)

(12)

Finally, applying (10) and (11) to (5), we arrive at the
desired estimator equation


β 2 · Var V̂o , Ni
 d B = 10 · log10

 .
SDR
(13)
Var V̂xi − V̂oi / Aˆol , Ni
A by-product of this processing procedure is that the
dynamic INL of the amplifier’s closed-loop transfer function
is also estimated. This is further discussed and visualized later
in Section V.

(8)

The other, D xi , represents a point on the noise CDF curve
of ADCv x . Thus, it must be linearized into a PDF σ and then
converted to volts using the conversion factor kv2σ obtained
during the preparation steps
√
V̂xi = kv2σ 2 · er f −1 (2 · D xi − 1).
(9)
With estimates of V̂xi and V̂oi for each bini in hand, the next
step is to estimate Aol . To account for the signal-dependent,
nonuniform sorting of D(Vo ) codes into different bins, (3) is
modified by weighting the data from each bin by factor Ni ,
the number of samples averaged into bini
b
Ni · V̂oi2
Âol = b i=a
.
(10)
i=a Ni · V̂oi · V̂xi
The summations iterate bini from indexes a to b, which
usually are chosen to be the minimum and maximum bin
indexes. Note that the computational cost of this calculation
is a function of the number of bins used, not the number of
data samples captured, keeping digital power costs low.
Likewise, variance can be calculated in a similarly compact
form that also accounts for the nonuniform, signal-dependent

D. Circuit Implementation
A simplified schematic of ADCv x is drawn in Fig. 11. The
1-bit stochastic ADC consists of a sampling network and a
comparator. The comparator is a two-stage structure with a
digitally tunable threshold similar to [56, Fig. 5]. The design
requirements of the comparator are quite relaxed: offset is
canceled digitally, noise is not only tolerated but desired, and
decision speed is not critical. Rather, the main challenge in
implementation is the sampling network. ADCv x connects to
nodes X P and X M in Fig. 4, where the “golden” information
of the main signal path resides as trapped charge. It is critical
that ADCv x samples in a way that does not corrupt this
information. Two things accomplish this. First, pre-clearing
ensures that when ADCv x connects to X P and X M , the charge
sharing that occurs will be signal-independent. Second, ADCv x
samples at exactly the same moment as the main signal path’s
sampler in the subsequent pipeline stage. This is done by
driving the gates of the sampling switches in ADCv x with
the same physical wire that drives the gates of the nextstage sampler (i.e., sampMaster’ in Fig. 11 is track early’,
the inverse of track early in Figs. 4 and 5). To support all
of the modes of operation that are required, in particular the
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need to be able to connect to a reference ladder, a two-level
master/slave sampling approach is used. When connecting to
the reference DAC, refSel’ is set to “0.” When connecting to
the X nodes, xSel’ is derived from the amplify phase of the
given stage. Periodically taking ADCv x offline to re-measure
kv2σ in the presence of PVT variation can be done in parallel
with normal operation, but this creates a different loading
condition at node X in Fig. 10 compared to normal operation.
Including a second “dummy” sampling network in ADCv x
that connects to the X nodes when ADCv x is offline for kv2σ
estimation can overcome this.
A size of 5 fF is chosen for the sampling capacitor C S .
This both minimizes the loading of the X nodes and helps to
generate noise for the stochastic conversion process. However,
with such a small capacitance, clock-feedthrough from the
sampling switches causes considerable common-mode voltage
shift in the sampled signal. In the case of the pMOS sampler
shown here, this can be handled by using an nMOS-input
comparator.2
All clock inputs to ADCv x as well as all internal timing
controls in ADCv x follow the asynchronous, event-driven
approach of the overall system. The blue arrows in the timing
diagram in Fig. 11 indicate the event-driven state flow for one
possible timing scenario in the “normal” mode of operation.
However, due to the asynchronous nature of the system, edge
arrivals can vary depending on events elsewhere in the main
ADC (e.g., the relative edge relationships of sampMaster’ and
sampSlave’), and the controller is designed with all possibilities in mind. The controller can be programmed to only latch
the comparator once every Nth cycle, allowing further power
reduction if algorithm convergence speed is already sufficient.
The idle mode of operation described in Fig. 11 presents the
same loading conditions to the X nodes as the normal mode,
allowing for transparent background operation regardless of
whether SDR estimation is enabled or not. The only impact
on the main signal path of ADCv x sampling the X nodes is
a small decrease in amplifier loop gain and bandwidth and
a slight shift in the common-mode level, but compared to
other contributors to C P in Fig. 4 such as the ringamp input
capacitance and the MDAC feedback switch, the influence of
ADCv x is negligible.
V. M EASURED P ERFORMANCE
The ADC described in this work is fabricated in a 16-nm
CMOS technology and occupies an active area of 0.194 mm2
(360 μm × 540 μm), excluding decoupling. A die photograph
is shown in Fig. 12.
A. System Performance
System-level performance is summarized in Fig. 13. For
a −1 dBFS input tone, the ADC produces a low-frequency
2 In the implemented circuit, for reasons of design reuse, a pMOS-input
comparator was used. To shift the common-mode back to approximately
mid-level, C S is split into two halves, and the “ground” terminal of one
of the halves is down-shifted from VDD to VSS before converting. For
simplicity, we do not show this in Fig. 11 as it is not an essential aspect
of implementation.
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Fig. 12.

Die photograph.

SNDR and SFDR of 64.1 and 78.5 dB, respectively [see
Fig. 13(c)], and a 2-GHz Nyquist SNDR and SFDR
of 61.9 and 75.2 dB, respectively [see Fig. 13(d)]. A single,
fixed configuration of digital settings and stage gain correction
coefficients (determined off-chip) are used for all measurements reported. At the maximum sampling rate of 4 GS/s,
total power consumption is 75 mW, with 11.9 mW consumed
by the input buffer, 2.4 mW by the clock buffer, and 15.2 mW
per channel. The ADC voltage references are VREFM = 50 mV
and VREFP = 850 mV, allowing the ringamps to utilize
89% of the available 900-mV core supply. The input buffer
operates on a 1.8-V supply. Interleaving spurs due to channel
mismatch are one-time foreground calibrated using precision
tunable delay elements inserted into each channel’s clock path.
Degraded SFDR observed at certain frequencies in the input
frequency sweep of Fig. 13(f) is dominated by HD2 and
HD3. It is determined that this distortion is not generated
in the ADC core. The exact root cause is not certain, but
evidence suggests that it is related to aspects of the chip
interface boundary, either the off-chip packaging and PCB,
on-chip signal and clock buffers, or some combination of
both.
Fig. 14 provides insight into the ringamp tuning landscape,
where the two digital bias controls D_biasP and D_biasM of
Fig. 7 in the channel 0, stage 1 ringamp are independently
swept and the SNDR of channel 0 is measured. Notably,
the line defined by D_biasN = D_biasP is guaranteed to intersect the diagonal band of optimum or near-optimum biasing
codes in Fig. 14. This means that by enforcing D_biasN =
D_biasP, control complexity can be reduced to a simple 1-D
tuning problem.
Table I shows a comparison to the state-of-the-art in highresolution multi-gigasample direct-RF sampling ADCs. This
design reports the best performance in all three key metrics of
accuracy, linearity, and power efficiency. Taken together, this
represents a roughly order-of-magnitude improvement in the
state of the art. This is made possible not only by the direct
performance advantages of ring amplifiers but also the indirect
advantage of greater design freedom when amplification is
relaxed as an architectural constraint.
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Fig. 13.

ADC performance summary.

Fig. 14.

2-D Sweep of ringamp bias controls in channel 0, stage 1.

B. SDR Monitoring
An ADCv x SDR monitor is included in stages 1–3 of
each channel but omitted in the latter stages where accuracy
requirements are relaxed and adaptive bias control is less
useful. Fig. 15 shows the estimated SDR of channel 0,
stage 1 across a 1-D sweep of ringamp digital bias code
by setting D_biasP = D_biasN in Fig. 7. For comparison,
the THD of channel 0 obtained from an FFT of the channel’s
digital output spectrum is also plotted. Considering that THD
and SDR are not identical quantities and that the THD
also includes distortion from additional sources such as the
input buffer and the other pipeline stages, the correspondence
between these two curves is very close, suggesting accurate

Fig. 15.
Sweep of SDR estimated by ADCvx in pipeline channel 0,
stage 1 compared to THD of the channel 0 digital output spectrum.

estimation. Also notable is the broad range of bias codes that
give near-optimal SDR, indicating that coarse tuning control
is sufficient for PVT-robust operation. Most of the bumps and
jumps in the curves of Fig. 15 are due to DNL breaks of the
ringamp bias DACs, designed to have a redundant sub-binary
tuning characteristic. This can be smoothed out with a bias
DAC re-design that prioritizes monotonicity.
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Fig. 16. Binned V̂x and V̂o data used to estimate SDR for three bias codes
contained in the sweep shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 16 shows the binned V̂x and V̂o data (number of
bins = 64) used to estimate SDR for three different bias
codes contained in the sweep shown in Fig. 15. The three
traces in each plot visualize the primary components of (4):
Vx stripped of dc offset, first-order gain error, and higher order
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distortion. In addition to estimating SDR, this information also
provides a measurement of “dynamic INL” of the ringamp
as a function of output voltage. Clear differences can be
observed in the higher order distortion characteristics of these
three bias conditions, representing under-damped (code 20),
critically damped (code 60), and over-damped (code 100)
settling behavior. This provides unique insight into the way
that incomplete settling and its impact on distortion vary as a
function of both output voltage and bias condition.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Linear amplifiers remain a fundamental tool of analog
signal processing, despite their challenges in scaling well
with technology. They have clearly imposed a performance
bottleneck on many circuits and systems, and efforts to circumvent this bottleneck have profoundly shaped the design
landscape. Conversely, a general solution (or diverse set of
specific solutions) for scalable amplification offers the possibility of an equally profound restructuring of design tradeoffs.
The rehabilitation of existing amplifier-intensive architectures
like pipelined ADCs is just one aspect of this reshaping.
An even larger potential for innovation may lie in the increased
design freedom offered to all architectures, even ones where
amplifiers are not typically used.
With regard to ringamps in particular, two key aspects
of future work can help to enable this restructuring. First,
continued innovation and refinement of robustness and industrialization techniques will enable ringamps to serve as a
simple, designer-friendly, commodity block that can be used
without hesitation. Just as industrialization techniques for
dynamic Gm-C and Gm-R amplifiers have been demonstrated
using both analog and digital approaches [21], [57], [58],
a diverse set of both analog and digital ringamp robustness
techniques will provide designers with more options for tackling specific applications and design challenges. Good progress
has already been made in this regard, but there is still room
for further improvement of both analog [28], [29], [42], [44]
and digital [33], [34], [38] approaches.
Second, opportunity for future work lies in the expansion
of ringamps into the wider world of circuits. It is important to
remember that ring amplification is a generic set of design
principles, not a specific topology. Beyond just applying
existing ringamp topologies to other applications, there are
opportunities to re-imagine ringamps from the ground-up,
drawing from the core concepts of dominant output pole, highfrequency internal poles, inverter-based, dynamic stabilization,
and large-signal feedback mechanisms. We already see this
topological diversification beginning to occur as ringamps
move into other applications such as noise-shaping SAR [44]
and power management [40]. There is no inherent restriction
binding ringamps to CMOS technology, and certain nonCMOS and beyond-CMOS technologies may also hold opportunities for future work.
Ultimately, a number of recent publications do indeed seem
to indicate a resurgence of linear amplifiers in circuit design.
The ringamp-based ADC presented in this article significantly
advances the state of the art in its target application of
high-linearity direct-RF sampling. Likewise, ADCs utilizing
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ringamps in other application spaces are finding similar success in pushing the boundaries of performance [28]–[30], [32],
[34]. This encouraging trend suggests that an era of circuits
and systems enhanced by scalable amplification may now be
upon us.
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